Anti Spear Phishing Solution
Be protected from targeted attacks!
Spear phishing emails, also called CEO Fraud, aim at hijacking a known person
or an organization to deceive its recipients.

Hackers who employ Spear Phishing often know the target recipient’s name, address, job title, and
professional network. The spear phisher already knows a lot about his intended victim thanks to the
vast amount of personal information that can be accessed online via social networks, media, etc.

1. The hacker spies on Paul so
he can impersonate someone
from his network - John

3. When Paul opens the email and
either clicks on the link or attached
file, his computer/network will get
infected instantly

4. Hackers then gain
access to company’s
network and are able
to steal information
2. The hacker, using John’s
identity, sends an email to Paul
containing a malicious payload

A COMBINATION OF CONTENT AND CONTEXTUAL HABIT ANALYSIS
Vade Secure actively fights Spear Phishing with cutting edge technology dedicated to identify this
specific and targeted threat. The filtering process uses two technologies: Identity Match and the
Content Inspection.

Advanced spoofing detection: Identity Match
Identity Match is a set of protection developed and patented by
Vade Secure. It identifies every email that is spoofing your company
domain name, alias and even similar email addresses based on
communication habits. The solution identifies similarities between
new senders and all your previous contacts in order to identify if
there is a spoofing attempt targeting your company.

Sensitive data protection: Content Inspection
Vade Secure uses a smart and fully integrated banner to alert users regardless of the device used
when sensitive data is requested in the message. Your users are aware of the incoming threat while
your email administrator receives an alert to be able to react quickly in a case of a breach.

THE CHALLENGE FOR EMAIL SECURITY VENDORS
Though they are only a very small part of the world’s total email volume, Spear Phishing attacks are
highly targeted and, therefore, effective. As a result, anti-spam technology must include content
inspection to effectively combat these threats.

Peter Firstbrook, an Analyst at Gartner, concluded in the most recent Magic Quadrant:
“Vendors that specialize in content inspection will be more successful in detecting these types of
attacks than those that rely on reputation.“

One attack, many purposes
Hackers can either use spear phishing
to

steal

your

employees’

sensitive

information (social security number,
bank credential...) or, their objective
can be to gain access to your company’s
network through a malware injection.
Once they are in the network, they are
free to wire money abroad, copy your
customer list, patents and more.
Vade Secure’s solution aims at preventing
this by analyzing and understanding
both content and payload.

A Business Model that is 100% Scalable
Our anti spear phishing solution is available either as a plugin or as part of a global email filtering
solution. Both in the cloud or on site through a virtual appliance.
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